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Everything seems to be going online nowadays. They have distinct advantages; they are
inexpensive, tactics can be changed anytime and there are millions of pages where you can put
your advertisement. Ever imagined what it did be like if you wanted a million billboards? That is
simply impossible to do, leave alone finding them, and that is where online scores. All that you need
to do is a Cheap Internet connection and browse through pages that are relevant and send a
request to place your advertisement there and they will even appear in minutes. The fee that
webmasters will charge will be a fraction of what you will otherwise pay for a physical billboard. And
you can place as many as you want on a single day too.

There are plenty of classifieds online where you can advertise for free. Advertising on classifieds,
attracts a lot of potential clients. Your business will expand considerably and all this is without any
additional costs. If you own a website, keep updating your content. Use Search Engine
Optimization. You can also create business groups and pages that include your contact information
on social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter etc. Another way of promoting your work online is
getting listed in local directories or business groups. Usage of viral content is an excellent method of
online advertising. Viral content is offering free products and services or at a discounted rate. You
can also advertise your packages and discounts in your local coupon site.

Email marketing is nothing but using mail in marketing products or services. In a broader sense,
email marketing is a term that covers every email you send to a potential customer or a possible
customer or to a mass. Though we canâ€™t directly measure the effectiveness and power of email
marketing, still we are following it. Why email marketing is popular? Sending email is much cheaper
than most other forms of communication. We can send the same email message to a group of
people at the same time. Moreover, email marketing has proven very successful for those who do it
in right way. We can do email advertising in three ways. They are direct mail, retention email or
newsletters and advertising in other peopleâ€™s mail. Choose which ever is best for you and start email
marketing.

Marketing has taken a new face with advertising through social networks. One huge plus for
businessmen who advertise on social networking sites like facebook, twitter, bebo, myspace,
friendster, etc is that they can take the statistics of the user and they can target their advertising
accordingly. Marketing has become very informal with social network advertising. Business men not
only market but they also try to make the users active participants in their product or service
business page. This is a direct form of advertising where the business people are directly in touch
with their targeted group.

When you are comparing the tradition method of advertising and online advertising, you will come to
know that online advertising is quite fast and effective. You can communicate and interact to a large
number of people. There are also more chances of your product being sold and also you can trace
your business. This method is quite attractive and more appealing but in case of the buyer, tradition
advertising has an upper hand. In traditional advertising technique, you can taste, smell and touch
the product which is impossible in online advertisement. Besides that you donâ€™t have the option of
return back in online advertisement. Many companies donâ€™t have the policy of return back. Once the
product is sold, you are the sole owner.

Hence through the above points we know online advertisement has proved a way long. Today, you
find many people using these services. One of the advantages of online marketing is that, it can get
through the eyes of a large number of people. Looking at these advertisements, people are also
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now near and dear to the products. They can now get to these products very easily. Most of these
online marketing is also done online. Hence, neither the advertisers nor the customers have to run
about to buy these products online. The concept of online advertisements is growing day by and
getting to lives of people to a great extent.
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